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Getting
Started

cait is developed open source and 
available on the Python Package Index [3]. 
Although initially meant for efficient 
prototyping of new analysis methods, its 
latest v1.0 release renders it a fast and 
production-ready package for the whole 
analysis process. The package is currently 
tailored to the needs of the CRESST and 
COSINUS dark matter searches. 
Extensions for experiments with similar, 
time series-like, data formats are possible.

[1]: import
cait as
ai	
	

dh = ai.DataHandler(nmbr_channels=1)	
dh.set_filepath(path_h5='./',	
                fname='dataset')	
	

dh.calc_mp()  # main parameters	
dh.calc_nps()  # noise spectrum	
dh.calc_sev()  # standard event	
dh.calc_of()  # optimum filter	
dh.show_sev(channel=0)	
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Novel cryogenic scintillating calorimeters achieve 
sub-keV recoil energy thresholds. Such low 
thresholds require a sensible raw data analysis of 
triggered events, to identify different types of 
particle recoils and artifacts despite the low 
signal-to-noise ratio, and reconstruct the 
corresponding recoil energy. We present for this 
purpose the Python package cait (Cryogenic 
Artificial Intelligence Tools, [1-4]), which utilizes 
new methods from data science and machine 
learning. 

The implemented features include an interface for 
the user-friendly labeling of data for supervised 
models, the visualization of data distributions 
([15], middle column) a range of event simulation 
tools for data augmentation, tailored data sets 
and data modules for Scikit-Learn, PyTorch and 
PyTorch lightning [5-7], as well as standard 
methods for processing of standard events (left 
column), fits, plots, triggering and the energy 
calibration (below).
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Towards
A
Fully
Automated
Analysis

Prior work proposed automatic procedures for the energy calibration [10], background 
identification [11], detector saturation unfolding [13] and the calculation of trigger thresholds and 
detector resolutions [14]. With supervised machine learning methods, an almost perfect binary 
discrimination accuracy between two types of simulated recoil events with energies slightly above 
detector resolution was achieved [9]. For an imbalanced multi-class classification problem of 
different recoil events and artifacts, accuracies above 90% were achieved [12]. Training on a large 
data set of augmented recoil events and artifacts might lead to a universal event selection model, 
which is the topic of ongoing research. Putting all these methods together reduces the human 
interaction, and human bias, to a minimum. cait holds implementations of all mentioned raw 
data analysis methods and is therefore a promising candidate to achieve full automation of the 
analysis chain.
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The flexible HDF5-based data structure [8] 
enables integration with most Python scientific 
computing packages, which is convenient for fast 
prototyping of new analysis methods. The 
extensive documentation, tutorials and template 
files [4] provide a cornerstone for the onboarding 
of new users.
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